EVR DJ Oskar Mann hosts NYC art party, Saturday evening, May 8

May 8, 2010

EVR’s own DJ Oskar Mann has teamed up with the witty Conceptualist, Barbara Bloom, to make a unique gallery opening feel like a true party.

Present, Bloom’s exhibition of photographs and sculpture, “examines forms of gifts and giving,” so she invited Oskar – co-host of the East Village Radio show Never Not Working – to create a CD to hand out to everyone who stops by the show. “The only direction that Barbara gave me,” says Oskar, “was that she wanted it to solely be about (Oskar).” That’s what it is… and it’s real good.

So. If you’re around, check out this special musical performance on Saturday night, May 8 from 6-8PM ET, featuring Oskar, live and in person, doing a special DJ set. The show is at Tracy Williams in NYC.